
SO! Cocoon
Combi

Your seasonal 
garden room



Cocoon + Cocoon

Cocoon + Climate

Cocoon + Classic

Specially made for you
The SO! garden room or summer house is ready for you and 
your family, and designed to fit your needs and wishes. You can 
choose from 3 roof types, each with its own characteristics and 
advantages.

 ► Classic  
The water-resistant louvre with solar shading

 ► Climate  
The sound-insulating louvre that is not just water-resistant 
but also completely wind-resistant

 ► Cocoon  
A fixed insulated roof made of real wood that is 100% resistant 
to wind and water

Want to link 2 modules? This Combi is also possible!

Furthermore, you can also design your exterior living space with 
our insulating double-glazing glass walls or the Cocoon wall 
made of natural wood. Or choose one of our other decorative 
walls. Find out more from page 28 onward.

Discover the new roof: 
Cocoon

Welcome to 
your world
of customisation.
Wood, louvres or a combination? You choose!
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The insulating Cocoon roof
The heat stays inside, 
the cold outside.

L I G H T  A I R  C I R C U L A T I O N

C O L D  O U T S I D E  A I R

INSULATION PANEL

WOODEN CEILING

Cold outside air
The insulating panel and joints prevent 
water and the cold outside air from ente-
ring through the roof. This means that the 
roof is completely watertight and airtight.

Snow-resistant
The insulation panel has a 
standard thickness of 60 mm. 

Light air circulation
The Cocoon roof consists of two layers: 
a wooden ceiling underneath and an 
insulating panel on top. There is space 
in between to allow air circulation.

3 wood colours
Choose one of the 3 shades of wood for 
your Cocoon ceiling. Thanks to the special oil 
treatment, you can rest assured that the roof is 
resistant to sunlight, moisture and freezing cold.

Warm indoor air
Combine your SO! space with insulating (sliding) 
glass walls that keep the temperature nice and 
warm inside. This means that you can also spend 
time in your garden room during the winter. 
Find out more about these walls from page 28 
onward.

Double-walled Classic louvres
The Classic louvres provide protection against the sun’s UV rays and, when 
tilted, also allow the wind to pass through. Create your own microclimate, 
even when it rains or snows heavily.

Windproof and insulating Climate louvres
Shade or light under the louvred roof? You can determine this yourself by 
opening or closing the aluminium louvres. Or you can opt for the automatic 
motor that takes over the controls for you. So convenient!

 ► When closed, the louvres connect perfectly to the gutter for a 
completely windproof seal

 ► Sound-insulating, which makes the tapping of the rain sound much 
quieter*

 ► Waterproof with integrated and discreet rain runoff

Cocoon: the warmth and cosiness of wood
Choose one of the three shades of poplar wood and create a pleasant 
atmosphere under the wooden roof with a LED light strip, spotlights or a 
starry sky. A fixed roof gives you a protected and snug feeling, just like in 
your home.

 ► Airtight thanks to the roof insulation
 ► Stable indoor temperature thanks to matching glass walls with double 

glazing and built-in screens
 ► Waterproof with integrated and discreet rain runoff

Or a combination of different roofs?
Combine the best of both worlds and opt for the shelter and security of our 
wooden roof and the louvres that tilt completely autonomously.

This combination creates an outdoor living room space where you enjoy 
from early morning until late at night. And all year round, regardless of the 
weather.

The roof: 3 choices

More 
information 

about Climate 
louvres

(*) The Climate louvre is also available without the sound insulation

BlackNatural Grey
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Ready to start 
cocooning?

Your cosy nest where 
you can feel really at 
home.
Seclude yourself from the rest of the world for a while in 
your own safe cocoon. Away from all the hustle and bustle, 
you feel the stress ebbing away. Under the SO! summer 
house, you’re really at home. Pure enjoyment on your own 
patio or in your garden with all the comfort of your living 
room.

This space is much more than just a pergola. It’s a different 
way of living outdoors and being with your family, friends 
and relatives.

Discover that unique indoor feeling and experience 
wonderful moments again and again – today, tomorrow  
and every day after that.
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More space to be yourself
Imagine… An extra room with so many possibilities that it becomes 
almost unreal. And yet, thanks to a SO! solution with a wooden and/ 
or louvred roof and real insulating (sliding) windows, this is now all  
within reach.

Be inspired by our Cocoon spaces on the following pages. 
Which is your favourite? 

Poolhouse
Live and enjoy life to the fullest. And this at your 
own pace, together with everyone you love. Your 
SO! poolhouse is ready whenever you need it as an 
entertainment or me-time room!

 ► From page 10

Garden room
Imagine more living space outside on the terrace, yet 
with all the indoor comforts. This hybrid and modern living 
solution attached to your home guarantees so many 
happy moments. All year round.

 ► From page 14

Hospitality sector
What if you could create the perfect setting for so 
many lovely table moments in your restaurant or bar? 
This terrace extension with all the trimmings is the 
ultimate in exclusive enjoyment. 

 ► From page 16

Outdoor office
Work or do your hobbies in peace and quiet – but 
still in your own familiar and green environment. 
Clear your head and express your energy, focus and 
creativity to the fullest.

 ► From page 18
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Poolhouse 
On holiday in your own garden

So many memorable moments, together or by yourself
Want to receive and entertain guests in a fantastic setting? Your SO! 
garden room or modern pool house gives you a wealth of options, from 
an open roof to a completely enclosed room where the heat stays 
inside or – if you wish – outside.

It is the ideal place to have a barbecue, unwind during a meditation 
session or relax in the jacuzzi with the necessary privacy after
a busy day at work.

The luxury you might expect
Shelter and at the same time protection against the UV rays of the sun. 
A secure feeling but still in the healthy open air.
Built-in lighting, speakers, sockets and more… Our pool house or 
luxurious garden room has everything you need.

Features Module 1 (6 x 4 m) Module 2 (6 x 4 m)

Function module Dining area and outdoor kitchen Bar and seating area

Colour Traffic white RAL 9016 ST

Roof type Climate Cocoon

Decorative walls*                    F Built-in SolFix screen Sliding aluminium  
double-glazed window

B Fixed wooden Cocoon wall Fixed wooden Cocoon wall

L Built-in SolFix screen Sliding aluminium  
double-glazed window

R Sliding aluminium double-glazed 
window Fixed wooden Cocoon wall

Lighting All-round LED strip +  
in the Cocoon wall

All-round LED strip + in the Cocoon 
wall, starry sky

(*) F: front, B: back, L: left side, R: right side

Configuration of this pool house (photo on the left)

Module 1

Module 2
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01 02 03 04

Pool house
Countless possibilities and configurations

An extra living room to relax in 
the open air

Outdoor kitchen for delicious cooking 
or barbecuing

A wellness area to unwind Now it’s up to you!  
Feel free to dream, because no idea is too crazy.

Sliding window between 
the bar and the outdoor 
kitchen area

Left and right sides 
closed off by a steel-
look fixed window 
with screens 

A bespoke design for every garden room. Our SO! outdoor spaces are 
very modular, and we can alternate different roof types in one
big structure. Some examples…

We’d love to hear how you’d like to design your SO! space. 
Or brainstorm with our advisers at a Winsol point of sale 
near you. We hope to see you soon!

Your own bar under a 
Cocoon roof

Comfortable lounge 
area under the 
Climate louvres

Jacuzzi under 
Climate louvres

Outdoor kitchen and 
dining table under  
the Climate louvres

Dining table under 
the Cocoon roof

Lounge space under 
Cocoon roof

Sliding window at the front of 
the bar section

Sliding window 
between the lounge 
and dining area

Closed off at the 
back by the wooden 
Cocoon wall

Wooden Cocoon wall at 
the back and on the left

Wooden Cocoon 
wall at the back 
and right

Closed on both sides 
with an insulated double-
glazing glass window and 
built-in screens

Glass wall with built-in 
screen on the right

Front dining area 
closed off by a sliding 
window

Built-in SolFix screen 
for the lounge area

Module 1 Module 1 Module 1 Module 1Module 2 Module 2 Module 2 Module 2

Modules: 6 x 4 m Modules: 6 x 4 mModules: 6 x 4 m Modules: 6 x 4 m
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Summer & winter  
garden house 
Extra indoor and outdoor living space

Peranda = pergola + veranda
A Peranda is a hybrid lifestyle solution somewhere between a 
pergola and veranda. This garden room keeps the heat inside or 
outside more effectively than a standard built-on pergola. The 
insulated Cocoon roof and the insulating double-glazing glass walls 
do the job.

Invite your garden into your home. And vice versa.
Your Peranda will become part of your home. An extra living 
space in which you can completely relax and enjoy your me-time 
moments with a good book or fun playtime with your little ones. 
Thus, a family space to be proud of. 

And don’t worry, your household effects are also protected against 
burglary because you can just close the sliding window like the 
exterior doors of your home.

Features Module (6 x 4 m)

Function module Lounge area

Colour Jet black RAL 9005 ST

Roof type Cocoon

Decorative walls * F Sliding aluminium  
double-glazed window

B Sliding aluminium double-glazed 
window with curtains

L Fixed aluminium  
double-glazed window

R Building wall

Lighting LED strip, built-in spotlights

(*) F: front, B: back, L: left side, R: right side

The best of a veranda/
conservatory with a 
pleasant indoor climate 
during summer.

Configuration of this Peranda (photo on the right)
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Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Hospitality sector
A terrace for all seasons

Happy guests = pure satisfaction
As a pub, restaurant or hotel owner, your guests or visitors come first. 
And of course you want to serve them in the best way possible. With 
glass walls or closures, you can significantly increase the comfort level 
on your terrace in all seasons. These walls not only give you panoramic 
views – they also provide shelter from the cold, rain and wind.

Large seating areas
Expand your available outdoor seating space through a SO! solution 
with different linked modules. The wooden Cocoon roof and the 
sound-insulating Climate louvres also provide extra wind and water 
resistance. And thanks to atmospheric LED lighting and great music, 
you can give your customers a top-class experience that will linger in 
their memories for a long time. 

Configuration of this restaurant module (photo on the left)

Features Module 1 (4 x 4 m) Module 2 (4 x 4 m) Module 3 (4 x 4 m)

Function module Dining area

Colour Anthracite grey RAL 7016 ST

Roof type Climate Cocoon Climate

Decorative 
walls*          F

Sliding aluminium 
double-glazed 
window 

- -

B - - Perspective 
“guillotine” window

L Perspective 
“guillotine” window

Sliding aluminium 
double-glazed window 

Perspective  
“guillotine” window

R Building wall Building wall Building wall

Lighting LED strip LED strip, starry sky LED strip

(*) F: front, B: back, L: left side, R: right side
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Working with the sun 
on your face without 
that annoying reflection 
on the screen.

Outdoor office
A separate hobby or working space

Let your creativity flow in a green environment
Create the optimal work-life balance thanks to an extra space 
in which you can work or do your hobbies, such as yoga or 
fitness. Away from the hustle and bustle of the daily household 
but still at home in your familiar surroundings.

Advantages
We have thought of everything for your outdoor office or 
garden studio: insulated thanks to the wooden Cocoon roof or 
the Climate louvres and the double-glazed windows, but also 
with LED lighting, speakers for good music and, of course, a 
power supply with built-in USB connections and sockets.

And above all safe, because you can lock the sliding window 
when the day is done.

Features Module (4 x 3 m)

Function module Studio/office

Colour Jet black RAL 9005 ST

Roof type Cocoon

Decorative walls*                   F Sliding aluminium  
double-glazed window

B Fixed wooden Cocoon wall

L
Fixed steel-look aluminium 
double-glazed window 
with built-in SolFix screen

R
Fixed steel-look aluminium 
double-glazed window 
with built-in SolFix screen

Lighting LED strip, built-in spotlights

(*) F: front, B: back, L: left side, R: right side

Configuration of this garden office 
(photo on the left)
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Lighting

Lighting for every occasion

With our built-in LED lighting, you can always create 
the perfect atmosphere under your SO!. From bright 
white when you want to quietly read a book to warm 
white for a dinner party or even festive coloured lights.

Dreamy starry sky

What if you could also enjoy a starry sky inside 
your garden room? The small LED lights in the roof 
give your outdoor space extra flair and create a 
wonderful dreamy glow. 

In any colour that you desire

Do you want light in your favourite colour? Then go 
for the RGB LED strips, which give you a staggering 
16.7 million colours to choose from.

Date night? How about a romantic red glow? Or 
choose a relaxing shade of purple for painting or 
practising yoga and orange for a cosy aperitif with 
friends.

Dimmable LED strip with direct (warm) 
white light (all-round)

Dimmable LED strip with direct white 
light: adjustable cold-warm (all-round)

Indirect RGB light (all-round)

Dimmable spots in the side-beams, 
roof and/or louvres

Dimmable LED starry sky in the roof 
and/or louvres

Choose your 
favourite colour 
for the evening.
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Modern comforts, always nearby

Heating
The wooden Cocoon roof and the insulating glass and 
sliding walls retain the sun’s heat longer in your SO! 
garden room. 

Should it be a little warmer during the colder months? 
The powerful 3000W infra-red heating makes a world 
of difference in just a few minutes.

USB and 230V connections
No Winsol garden room is without the connections  
you need to charge your laptop or smartphone or 
power your outdoor kitchen and bar. 

These connections are neatly incorporated into the  
leg poles and are also waterproof and resistant to  
dirt and vermin.

Bluetooth sound system
Subtly integrated speakers with a surprisingly 
powerful and clear sound? Check! We integrate  
the speakers almost invisibly into the leg poles.  
Stream your favourite tunes from your smartphone 
with Bluetooth. Ready for a small party with  
surround sound?

Check out our Spotify playlists:
Winsol Apero for a long, cosy evening
Winsol Sunset for a great party

Extra warmth 
as evening 
falls.
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Connect your 
smartphone with 
Bluetooth and enjoy.

How to control? Piece of cake!

With your smartphone or tablet
Stay comfortably seated while you control the lighting 
or the screens. Just use your smartphone or tablet to 
easily open the Casambi app, where you can find all 
the settings.

Do you have a SO! with a louvred roof? Then your 
smartphone is even more practical because you can 
also use it to tilt or close the louvres. 

With the built-in push buttons
Do you want to avoid using your smartphone during 
your Zen moment? Then use the built-in push buttons 
in the leg poles. Stay away from the possible hassle 
with remote controls that get lost just when you need 
them – the push buttons are always close at hand.

There is a ring of LED lighting around the buttons that 
makes it easy to see them in the dark. And they are 
also waterproof. This means you can safely lower the 
screens with wet hands after a splash in the pool to 
dry off or change clothes in complete privacy.
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Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
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Walls and closures

Create your cocoon of 
peace and happiness
Protect yourself from the weather and close off your SO! garden 
room on all sides with our insulating glass and sliding walls. 
Combine them with built-in SolFix screens as solar shading 
that prevents overheating.

Discover all the options on the next pages.

Fixed aluminium 
double-glazed window 

Fixed steel-look aluminium 
double-glazed window

Fixed wooden 
Cocoon wall

Built-in SolFix screen

Sliding aluminium 
double-glazed window

Perspective “guillotine” 
window

Outdoor curtains

Glass sliding wall 
single glazing (with 
or without steel-look 
finish)

Motorised Ambiente 
louvred wall

Verso-Tex sliding wall 
with double screen 
fabric

Wooden sliding wall
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Sliding aluminium double-glazed window

Stay in contact with your garden
With the sliding window, you create your own outdoor space 
in which you can sit comfortably all year round in every type of 
weather. And this with optimal daylight and a view of the garden 
or your surroundings. Slide open the sliding window and the 
boundary between indoors and outdoors blurs. Combine with 
curtains for a real living-room feeling.

Insulating glazing
The aluminium carpentry with double glazing guarantees 
optimum heat and sound insulation and can be opened for 
ventilation, of course.

Also available with:
 ► Single glazing
 ► Integrated lock to close the sliding window

Maintain the 
contact with 
your garden.
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Fixed aluminium 
double-glazed window

Unobstructed view with shelter
Enjoy panoramic views thanks to the aluminium window that 
stretches from the floor to the roof. The double glazing combines 
thermal insulation with a modern and streamlined design.
Keep in contact with your garden and stay warm in the winter 
with top-quality aluminium exterior joinery.

Built-in solar shading
Large windows let in lots of sunlight and heat. So in the summer 
you can use built-in weather-resistant screens to regulate the 
temperature and avoid the greenhouse effect under your SO!. 
Curtains on the inside create an extra decorative touch and/or 
also ensure that the neighbours cannot see inside.
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Fixed steel-look aluminium double-glazed window 

Authentic look
Steel-look is currently very popular, both in homes and in 
extensions and pool houses. The three-dimensional or bevelled 
aluminium bars on the glass provide that typical characteristic 
cottage look. We also paint the bars in the same colour as the 
frame to create a harmonised look.

Double glazing with solar shading
This multi-panel glass closure stands for optimal insulation of 
your exterior room with a visual design touch. Combine your 
fixed glass window with built-in SolFix screens to keep out the 
heat of the sun.

That distinctive look 
and an excellent 
insulation combined.
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Cocoon wall with natural wood

Authenticity and the natural look of wood
Immerse yourself in a safe and cosy atmosphere with the scent 
of natural wood. The Cocoon wall made of low-maintenance and 
durable poplar wood is a real showstopper and offers absolute 
privacy. Enjoy the link with nature and choose from one of the  
3 real wood colours.

Customise as you wish
Do you want more daylight under your pergola? Then equip your 
Cocoon wall with a see-through window with the width of 2 
wooden louvres. The window is discreetly built into the wall and 
provides an ocean of light.

You can also further personalise your wooden wall with the 
integrated LED strips with adjustable white light.

Black

Natural

Grey
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Built-in SolFix screens

Windproof solar shading
Avoid overheating and that well-known ‘conservatory effect’ 
during hot days by using neatly built-in screens in the structure 
of your SO! garden room. The lowered fabric blocks up to 85% 
of the sun’s heat without completely darkening the space.

Privacy and a view of your surroundings  
at the same time
Choose from more than 50 fabric colours and different 
transparencies, allowing the fabric to let through more  
or less light. The transparency of the fabric also regulates the 
level of privacy.

Combine the SolFix screens along the same side with:
 ► Fixed double-glazed window
 ► Fixed steel-look double-glazed window

Choose from  
42 more  
colours
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6
More info? Scan the QR code 
and find out more about our 
pergola closures. 

1.  Glass sliding wall, single glazing with  
or without steel-look finish

2.  Motorised Ambiente louvred wall 
3.  Verso-Tex sliding wall with double  

screen fabric
4.  Wooden sliding wall with screen fabric
5.  Perspective “guillotine” glass wall
6.  Outdoor curtains

Focus on shelter and design
Is the insulating aspect less important for you or 
are you looking for a wall that visually stands out 
a bit more?

See opposite for our other decorative walls that 
will make any pergola complete.

Slide to the side

Slide up/down

Rotating vertical louvres

Other closures
Purely practical, 
a ‘feature wall’ or 
an extra touch of cosiness
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Contemporary, minimalist, 
classic, romantic, rural,
industrial or just your own 
unique style…

We adapt your garden room completely to your 
wishes, so it becomes one of a kind with your 
personal twist.

Your SO!, 
your style

Country  
& cottage

Modern 
& minimalist

Romantic 
& homey
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Attached to the house, freestanding or fully built-in 
without leg poles. Get the most out of your new garden 
room by linking different SO! modules together. This way 
you create one large indoor and outdoor living space 
where you can easily define zones for the lounge area or 
the outdoor kitchen and dining table, for example.

1, 2, 3 or more modules. 
Everything is possible.

Which would you prefer: a pool house with a 
streamlined and modern look without too many frills or 
a cosy, homely cocoon? Or would you rather go for the 
rural touch by combining black, wood and steel-look? 

Have a look at the previous pages for more information.

Say it with colour. Besides the roof, you can also decide 
to change the colour of the aluminium structure. 

Frame
Choose one of the 3 standard colours or a RAL colour of 
your choice.

Aluminium (sliding) windows
And we also match the frame of the walls with  
the colour of the roof.

Is the standard control by smartphone enough or would 
you like to have the extra push buttons? And what about 
the lighting or extras such as speakers, power sockets 
and heating?

The fastest way to choose options? Check out our Cosy, 
Chic and Star packs on the next page. 
Or choose your options à la carte.

Cosy

Chic

Star

Difficult to choose? The SO! outdoor living space  
of your dreams in six steps.

Step 1: configuration Step 4: styleStep 2: roof Step 5: colourStep 3: closures Step 6: comfort

Traffic white
structure 

(RAL 9016 ST)

Anthracite grey  
structure

(RAL 7016 ST)

Jet black
structure

(RAL 9005 ST)

Would you prefer the warmth and cosiness of a real 
wooden roof or a louvred roof where you can regulate 
the amount of shade yourself? Or a combination of 
modules linked together, with one part wood, the other 
louvres?

Walls or closures not only provide shelter from the 
weather elements, they also help you feel safe and 
secure. See the full overview on the next page.

Insulated glass walls
The double glazing helps to keep in the heat more 
efficiently, just as aluminium exterior joinery does  
in your home. 

Non-insulated decorative walls
These walls provide shelter, privacy and solar shading, 
but they have no insulating properties. Or go for the 
Cocoon wall made of real wood for an extra cosy touch.

Combination of different walls
You can also combine your insulated double-glazing 
windows with integrated screens as solar shading or 
with outdoor curtains. And this is even possible on the 
same side. Or mix and match and choose different 
partitions for your garden room, such as the Ambiente 
louvre wall as a feature wall, supplemented with a sliding 
window and screens.

No walls
Of course, it is also possible to choose a configuration 
without walls. Some walls can also be installed 
afterwards.

Modern & 
minimalistic

Country & 
cottage

Romantic & 
homey

Cocoon — 
Fixed roof made of real wood
3 colours: natural, grey or black

Classic louvres
Every RAL colour or  
3 wood-look colours

Windproof Climate louvres 
Every RAL colour or 
3 wood-look colours
Optional: acoustically insulated1. Built-in roof

2. Freestanding
3. Freestanding with overhang
4. Linked modules (width or lenght)
5. 4 linked modules (star-shape)
6. Attached 
7. Attached with door pole
8. Attached with overhang
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K

M

L G

A

B

C

I H

J

D

F

E Control Cosy Chic Star

Control with an app by smartphone/tablet

Design push buttons   K O O

LED lighting

Dimmable LED strip with direct white light   A — —

Dimmable LED strip with direct white light + adjustable cold-warm O

Dimmable LED strip with indirect RGB light O O O

Dimmable LED starry sky   C O O

Dimmable spots in the roof O 4 pieces 8 pieces

Dimmable spots in the side-beams O O O

Infra-red heating

Standard 3000 W  D O O O

Design 2600 W   D O O O

Bluetooth sound system

2 built-in speakers   M O -

4 built-in speakers   M O O

Power sockets & charging points

230V connection   J O 1 charging point 2 charging points

USB charging point   I O 1 double USB 2 double USB

Roof types

Cocoon roof with wooden interior finish   B

Insulating glass walls

Sliding aluminium double-glazed window   H O O O

Fixed aluminium double-glazed window   G O O O

Fixed steel-look aluminium double-glazed window   F O O O

Non-insulated decorative walls

Cocoon fixed wall made of real wood (with or without window and/or LED strips)  L O O O

Glass sliding wall single glazing 10 mm (with or without steel-look finish) O O O

Integrated SolFix screens   E O O O

Ambiente louvred wall  
(with or without motor and/or wood look and/or LED light strip) O O O

Verso-Tex sliding wall with double screen fabric O O O

Wooden sliding wall with screen fabric O O O

Perspective “guillotine” glass wall O O O

Outdoor curtains O O O

Maximum dimensions (1 module) L 6400 x W 4000 x H 3000 L 6400 x W 4000 x H 3000 L 6400 x W 4000 x H 3000

 included O optional —  not included

Led Starlight

Heating

Loudspeaker

Cocoon fixed wall 
made of real wood 

Design push buttons 

USB charging point 
Sliding aluminium 

double-glazed 
window

230V connection

Fixed steel-look aluminium 
double-glazed window

Integrated 
SolFix screens

Fixed aluminium 
double-glazed 
window

Dimmable LED 
lighting

Cocoon roof with 
wooden interior finish
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Cocoon + Cocoon

Cocoon + Climate

Cocoon + Classic

Welcome to your world, 
where personalisation is key
Your world of exclusive enjoyment in your own garden with all the 
comfort you need. 

Choose the look of your garden room thanks to the 3 roof types and 
12 insulating or non-insulating walls. 

More information about the louvred roofs? 
Just scan the QR code and download the brochure.

Discover even more possibilities 
in the SO! Universe
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Winsol, over 145 years of experience with 100%
superior Belgian quality. 

We have designed our own products for many 
years and take care of all manufacturing and sales 
of our extensive product range ourselves. We offer 
innovative comprehensive concepts each and 
every day with our roller shutters, garage doors, 
awnings, solar shading, aluminium and PVC joinery, 
patio canopies and railings.

Our success is due to our years of experience and
continuous striving to provide innovative, high-end
custom work with an eye for design. And this has
not escaped the attention of the jury of the 
Red Dot Design Award. We strive for top quality, 
durability, comfort and safety in every design and 
solution. We play a leading role in the construction 
industry thanks to our continuous innovations and 
expansions.

www.winsol.eu

Roeselaarsestraat 542
8870 Izegem, Belgium

T +32 51 33 18 11
F +32 51 33 19 91
info@winsol.eu
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www.winsol.eu

SO! Cocoon
Combi

Discover the cosiness and security that Winsol 
cocooning can give you. And enjoy it the whole 
year round, either together with friends and 
family or simply on your own. Relax under your 
SO! garden room and enjoy the new outdoors 
with every luxury close at hand.

A home to enjoy.


